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The Big Short is the
Movie of the Year?
What this sleeper movie may
teach us about employer
responsibility to the 401k
plans they sponsor? 
  
Happy New Year! Thanks for
being one of over 4000 CFO's,
HR Directors, CPA's and
employers that read our
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monthly newsletter aimed at
decision makers that supervise
their retirement plan for the
many participants and
beneficiaries that rely upon
them to make the right
decisions on their retirement
money. 
  
The movie of the year is
obviously Star Wars. Even
before the movie came out last
week, it sold more pre sold
tickets than the actual opening
night of previous box office
gazzilionaire, Jurassic Park.   
  
But, I have decided to give the
runner up silver medal to the
folks who made The Big Short
(released on  Wednesday,
December 23.) I like to read
and I loved the book way back
in 2011 when the Big Short hit
the book stores. The actors
selected are hilarious and I
could not think of a better cast
that is attempting to make a



rather complicated subject
(mortgages and Wall Street)
and break it down into terms
even the average middle
American can understand.
  
The Big Short starring Christian
Bale, Steve Carell, Ryan
Gosling and Brad Pitt may
really surprise you. Like Star
Wars I have not seen it yet but
I am sure it's going to be a
Christmas treat. Michael Lewis
is the same author that wrote
Money Ball and Blind Side. This
book was absolutely a home
run about the market meltdown
of 2008 and how a boring old
simple mortgage system and
greedy banks with no fiduciary
responsibility to anyone were
the key story on how and why it
happened.
  
According to Jeff Bakers of the
Oregonian in his review; "The
Big Short," both the events it
depicts and the book it is based

Michael Lewis wrote best
sellers such as Money
Ball and the Blind Side.

Now his recent best seller
the Big Short has been

made into a movie



on, is brilliant in its simplicity.
The housing market was in a
prolonged bubble as the 2000's
rolled along: prices kept going
up, more loans were being
written, more houses were
being built and sold. Everybody
was getting rich. Nobody --
well, almost nobody -- looked
below the surface to see all the
bad loans being approved, then
packaged and resold, creating
a mountain of credit with no
foundation. Once the economy
turned and the default rate
started going up, the whole
thing collapsed.
  
The brilliant, simple part is that
a few people and institutions
did do their homework and saw
the rotten core. They made
massive bets against the
housing market through
financial instruments called
credit default swaps and
collected hundreds of millions
when the bubble burst."

  



  
Now if you get a chance to
watch the movie, try to think of
the word Fiduciary. I submit to
you; did anyone in the whole
mortgage process have a
fiduciary obligation to
the customers that were buying
the mortgage? Did the
appraiser, real estate agent,
mortgage broker, banker and
Wall Street have any fiduciary
responsibility to anyone?
Obviously not or I submit to you
that the mortgage melt down of
2008 would have had a difficult
time happening. According to
the book, even the US
Government was in on the deal
with Congress to make
mortgages available to just
about anyone that had a pulse.
 Thru political persuasion, the
Feds that were behind Fanny
Mae and Freddie Mac were
encouraged to loosen
underwriting and credit
standards.   And, it worked.  

  
How Much Was The

Government Involved? 
Key Dates of The

Subprime Crisis Impact
Timeline leading up to

2008 Market Melt Down.
 1999:

September: Fannie Mae
eases the credit
requirements to encourage
banks to extend home
mortgages to individuals
whose credit is not good
enough to qualify for
conventional loans.
November: The Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act (Financial
Services Modernization
Act) passes. It repeals
the Glass-Steagall Act of
1933. It deregulates



  
Explaining the 2008 market
meltdown in fun and easy to
understand terms is the magic
of Mr. Lewis and I am hoping
that the movie captures the
excitement in the book.  Like
the book Money Ball where
Michael Lewis explains in fun
detail the esoteric world of how
a poor baseball team like the
Oakland A's were able to
compete against the Yankees
and Boston Red Sox, The Big
Short is a comedy of errors
wrapped in an enigma and
quickly unwrapped for all of us
at Christmas time in a great big
beautiful holiday morning
present.  
  

Sometimes you can equate an
over-valued housing market to
a game of musical chairs.  As
many American's were flipping
homes from Vegas to Miami

banking, insurance,
securities, and the
financial services industry,
allowing financial
institutions to grow very
large. It also limits
Community Reinvestment
Coverage of smaller banks
and makes community
groups report certain
financial relationships with
banks. Congressmen key
to the effort include Phil
Gramm, Jim
Leach, Thomas J. Bliley,
Jr., Chuck Schumer,
and Chris Dodd.

                        2000:

Lenders originating $160
billion worth of subprime,
up from $40 billion in 1994.
Fannie Mae buys $600
million of subprime
mortgages, primarily on a
flow basis. Freddie Mac, in
that same year, purchases
$18.6 billion worth of
subprime loans, mostly Alt
A and A- mortgages.
Freddie Mac guarantees
another $7.7 billion worth
of subprime mortgages in
structured transactions.
Credit Suisse develops the
first mortgage-backed
CDO
Lehman
Brothers convicted of
'aiding and abetting' the



and all points in between,
caught up were a lot of
innocent average home
owners.  The flippers were all
walking around the circle
thinking that the lending cycle
would never end or....never
anticipating that the music
would ever stop.  Unfortunately,
the average Joe who really
needed a mortgage and was
not looking to flip homes got
caught up also in the music. 
The problem is, you just don't
know when. To quit the game
early negates the ability to win,
while staying in too long can be
very painful.  Besides the
average American getting hurt
in the housing bubble, the
American tax payer also took it
in the shorts because they were
behind Fanny Mae and Freddie
Mac.  
  
The book even found Strippers
on the Las Vegas Strip capable
of owning a couple of Condo's

fraud of bankrupt subprime
lender Famco, pays a tiny
fine.
October: Fannie Mae
commits to purchase and
securitize $2 billion of
Community Reinvestment
Act eligible loans
November: Fannie Mae
announces that
the Department of Housing
and Urban
Development ("HUD") will
soon require it to dedicate
50% of its business to low-
and moderate-income
families" and its goal is to
finance over $500 billion in
Community Reinvestment
Act related business by
2010
December: Commodity
Futures Modernization Act
of 2000 (based on a report
by Summers, Greenspan,
Levitt, & Rainer)
declares credit default
swaps (and other
derivatives) to be
unregulated, banning the
SEC, Fed, CTFC, state
insurance companies, and
others from meaningful
oversight.CDS eventually
destroy AIG & others.

                   2001-2006

2000-2003: Early 2000s
recession spurs
government action to rev



and a home on a golf course
were willing participants in on
the mortgage train wreck just
around the corner. It was a
house of cards ready to
collapse.  The movie focused
on a few key people who
eventually took notice of all the
mortgages being sold up
stream to the banks and off the
balance sheet of the local
banks. Wall Street than gladly
packaged these suspect
mortgages as Collateralized
Debt Obligations (CDO's).  The
buyers ranged from soverign
country funds, defined benefit
plans, mutual funds and
assorted other investors.  I
believe someone once said in
the finance industry that CDO's
were "Weapons of Mass
Financial Destruction (MMFD)."
 If you look to the right on the
time line of 2002 to 2006,
mortgage backed securities
rose from $38 billion to $90
billion per year in purchases.  

up economy.[citation
needed]
2000-2001: US Federal
Reserve lowers Federal
funds rate 11 times, from
6.5% (May 2000) to 1.75%
(December 2001),creating
an easy-credit environment
that fueled the growth of
US subprime mortgages.
2001: Ex-Wall Streeter
John Posner writes A
Home Without Equity is
just a Rental with Debt,
criticizing the massive
growth in home equity
loans and refinancing for
consumer purchases,
amongst other
things. Charles
Kindleberger of Manias,
Panics, and Crashes finds
it insightful; it is largely
ignored.
2002-2006: Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac
combined purchases of
incorrectly rated AAA
subprime mortgage-
backed securities rise from
$38 billion to $90 billion
per year.
Lenders began to offer
loans to higher-risk
borrowers,
Subprime mortgages
amounted to $600 billion
(20%) by 2006.
Source:  Wikipedi



  
Many insurance agents and
stockbrokers are wonderful
hard working advisors who
provide a lot of good to the
average investor who wants to
rollover an IRA or buy some life
insurance.  But, when it comes
to the fiduciary standard, many
commissioned brokers who sell
401k plans may be operating in
a similar atmosphere to the
"Big Short" where no one has a
fiduciary responsibility to the
investor. These brokers simply
do not have any skin in the
game.  For example, if you are
a bank representative, you may
have an interest in selling only
the banks fixed income choice
in the menu of 401k funds
instead of a better money
market fund from another
financial institution. If you are a
fund company representative
selling a 401k plan directly (no
trained fiduciary advisor), you
may want to sell your own

On April 27, 2010
Lloyd Blankfein, CEO
for Goldman Sachs

explained to Congress
that his company was

not operating as
fiduciaries in the 2008

market collapse.  

 



proprietary Growth or Target
Date  fund instead of a better
fund from another fund
company. And, if you are an
insurance agent, you may want
to sell the company group
annuity insurance 401k plan
that rewards you with more
commission yet has higher
investment expenses to the
participant.  All of this process
may be a confusing minefield to
the employer buying a 401k
plan between the suitability
standard (commissioned
brokers) and a fiduciary
standard where the advisor
cannot have a conflict of
interest.   
  
Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of
Goldman Sachs had a difficult
time explaining the difference
between a broker and a
fiduciary standard at his
testimony before Congress on
April 27, 2010. Youtube the
testimony.  Mr. Blankfein stated

 
WASHINGTON DC - In

2006 and 2007, Goldman
Sachs Group peddled
more than $40 billion in
securities backed by at

least 200,000 risky home
mortgages, but never told
the buyers it was secretly

betting that a sharp drop in
U.S. housing prices would

send the value of those
securities plummeting.

 
Source (McClatchy DC, Nov 1,

2009)
 



that "we are not fiduciaries."  
Congress it seemed could not
grasp the idea that Goldman
Sachs could sell millions of
dollars (no billions) of mortgage
backed securities on one side
of a sale and bet against the
transaction on the other side
(shorting the sale).  The
concept of betting against a
customer who was buying from
you was foreign to Congress
and difficult to comprehend.
 And, today, the public has the
same innocent point of view
when a broker is selling a 401k
plan under the suitability
process rather than a fiduciary
standard.  The average 401k
plan sponsor cannot fathom
how a broker can sell products
inside a 401k plan that may
favor them and not be a conflict
of interest. It is all perfectly
legal!   
  
The non-fiduciary community
that sell 401k plans in America

At Christmas time, Terry was
suggesting The Big Short as a
great stocking stuffer book.  



have been smart to understand
that employers in America are
catching on to the advantages
of using a fiduciary advisor
instead of a commissioned
broker.   Wall Street and
broker/dealers that don't want
their Registered
Representatives to be
fiduciaries have embraced a
new fiduciary service that
allows them to "off load" the
fiduciary responsibility to
another entity just like the "Big
Short".  At Ok401k I call it the
"RIA in a Box "fiduciary
offloading service. There are
new vendors in the arena who
gladly will take on being the
fiduciary to your 401k plan.
Morningstar, Iron Financial,
Mesirow and Wilshire
Associates are just a few of the
fiduciary companies that
employers can use for ongoing
investment advice to the 401k
plan. The problem is, the
commissioned broker's fee is



still on top of you and your
employees 401k money.   
  
So, when you watch "The Big
Short" probably after you saw
the latest Star Wars movie this
holiday weekend ask yourself
about who is a fiduciary to you
and your employees on the
401k plan? Do you have a local
onsite fiduciary advisor who has
no conflict of interest or a
commissioned broker operating
under the suitability standard?
 Don't be "shorted".  You need
to know.  Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!

What Does Your 401k Advisor Owe You and Your Employees? 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001y1ltD-1ldJDzDiVwNHG-Es5HooYJqU2RTJRjSvwn_LiyjeQXwVNZuJYG7s-B0cLcjwc9CP-FgRmsHNTJDAw3X8xlMi_tdRUe4-_BgVVP4RQreto63QNgiG7j0fmJzbEelJBpnT_xFtqOXGKP2wS0_t56Zj6aLyx8vceHEnlSAtYwSSIXfkZukkG3X-ws2iMn1lHtGd6TbUFaeJQXA8O-VNYbxfnoYR5ce9SCWsCiiVOZv6O_LpiobsFeetQT-HKeTVRn6PJW7hCNN2cZnhmkrJ-23FfZpdRpwG88KIWsINQo9cjaZyZa0KPgzoVN9sBGif77WSHopFBpY3g1H-M1k6ZhPvjbo84OViJ20oozw20ppKVzpK4lx9zkBLYWB12QuVJX9XeVYWnNzj2qFHd-F08VTKazxdf1HBSMEO21OvTxYDMIFGbYBSl-nhSG1r2S-Mzo3DXnK6JfKJ_3HApoDadpKnolvZ90bAxQUcBfvA5jhHxH5sBPn0aDujskoqNCvE-G1a9IlMMCMz02bN4mXRtY5FDARmYdAgmjPac4FB8=&c=&ch=


Click anywhere above on the football girl and it will take you to a
quick 1 minute TV commercial from Terry Morgan of Ok401k.

 

 
Terrence Morgan is an Investment Advisory Representative Offering Securities and Advisory

Services through UNITED PLANNERS FINANCIAL SERVICES MEMBER: FINRA, SIPC. OK401K
and United Planners are not affiliated. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

This communication is strictly intended for individuals residing in the states listed below. No offers
maybe made or accepted from any resident outside the specific states referenced. ARKANSAS,

COLORADO, KANSAS, NEW MEXICO, OKLAHOMA, TENNESSEE and TEXAS

Neither United Planners or OK401K provides, tax, or legal advice. The information presented here is
not specific to any individual's personal circumstances. To the extent that this material concerns tax
matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the purpose of
avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from

a tax professional based on his or her individual circumstances. These materials are provided for
general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from

sources believed to be reliable-we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials.
The information in these materials may change at any time and without notice. This communication is
strictly intended for individuals residing in the state(s) of CO, KS, NM and OK. No offers may be made

or accepted from any resident outside the specific states referenced.


